
Photo: It was a McFamily Affair at the first ever NOA NextGen Advocacy Summit. Nearly 150 Owners, representing three generations, congregated in a spirit of incredible 
enthusiasm to share the vision of “Restoring the Culture Together with Advocacy!”

Never Too Young To Lead...Never Too Old To Learn
Advocacy Summit Rave Reviews:  In the indelible spirit of McDonald’s Founders the recent, first NextGen Advocacy Summit 
continues to reverberate throughout the Owner community as an exciting, unprecedented meeting for NOA to replicate and expand. 
Planning is underway to include top highlights at the October 4th Annual Meeting, consider segments for local presentations, and 
include the event on the yearly NOA Meeting calendar!

This year’s meeting sold out in short order so rest assured your NOA BOD will be actively working on expanding the concept.



Advocacy As An Owner Avocation
NOA BOD Member, Michael Retzer’s vision for the meeting was by all accounts an overwhelming success.  With the repeated 
messaging that McDonald’s is a System built on Advocacy, at all levels and meant to be a positive, proactive philosophy, Retzer 
in his opening remarks reminded all attendees that “true leadership isn’t from one gaining power-it stems from the ability to 
empower others.”

From start to finish speakers shared examples of how each owner, no matter the generation, must enhance their leadership and 
advocacy skills to meet current challenges and ensure the Owner Led culture is strengthened to remain best in class.  The meeting 
was both emotionally moving and individually empowering with such renowned speakers as Thomas Hubler from the Hubler 
Institute.
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Developing A Healthy Family Business Culture
Referring to the lessons in his book, The Soul of Family Business, A practical guide to family business success AND a Loving Family, 
Hubler visibly moved first to third-generation Owners in the audience. The comments made participants realize we were exploring 
never before learned tools to address shared, multiple issues as families transition their livelihoods for the betterment of all 
involved.

 We’ve already secured Tom Hubler, shown second from the right below, for October’s 4th Annual Meeting.



Attendees heard incredible stories and lessons from internal and external experts. Especially poignant was the history lesson on the 
ultimate examples of Owner Advocacy from David Peterson’s story of his father Herb’s legacy of creating the Egg McMuffin. In concert 
with staff support, Owner-led advocacy and innovation built the world’s greatest and successful brand inspired many of the younger gen’s 
attending.

Advocacy Leadership For People, Planning  
& Positive Problem Solving

At the end of this report you’ll find a link to copies of key presentations. Topics ranging from how Advocacy will help the NOA 
Vision of “restoring the culture” become a reality, to advocating for your people and the notion that “Accounting Advocacy is Not 
An Oxymoron” demonstrated just how important being an Owner Advocate is to virtually everyone in the system!

You won’t want to miss the dynamic presentation during the annual meeting of Generational Expert Jason Dorsey, who brought 
down the house with his humorous, yet poignant observations about the importance of understanding generational dynamics 
as he shares tales from his best selling book, Zconomy, how Gen Z will change the Future of Business—and What to do About it.
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Conclusion   — NOA Advocacy Recommended 
Action Steps for TODAY!

NOA Leaders concluded the meeting offering the final recommended action steps for every Owner that you can execute TODAY 
to make a difference:

• Review the NextGen Advocacy Summit Presentations.

• Sign-Up As An NOA CoOp Liaison and help to help spread the word! For details, contact Teri Nelson @ (515) 779-1206.

• Register NOW by clicking here for the 4th Annual Meeting, October 11-13, in Denver, Colorado (virtual option available).  
Help NOA & NFLA build on our “Unity With A Purpose” Success!  

• Renew NOA Annual Membership beginning Sep 1, 2021, (get a jump start on our October 1 Fiscal Year).

• Advocate for and “Protect Your People” by registering for the NOA Unionization Prevention program, mitigate your biggest 
external threat NOW!   

• Get Your “Owner Advocate” Special Edition Pin.

Remember Ray’s Strongest Advocacy 
for the McDonald’s System:

“In business for yourself, but not by Yourself!”
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